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Expert Highlights

Experienced in planning complex projects and related delay issues.

Clearly presents the delay case in a readily understandable format.

Proven as credible witness under cross examination.

Vast experience as both named expert and assistant expert.

Delivers masterclasses on varied planning approaches.

Michelle Metz is a planner by training and has over 30 years of
experience in the construction industry. She has worked on a wide range
of projects, acted as delay expert and expert assistant on multiple
occasions.

Michelle Metz is a leading delay expert with vast
experience handling high-value construction and
engineering disputes involving oil and gas
projects, rolling stock, power generation,
transportation, infrastructure, defence, and high-
rise building projects.

WWL Consulting Experts – Construction – Quantum, Delay &
Technical 2023

Michelle has acted as expert, or assistant expert, on complex disputes for
projects with values in excess of US$250 million. She has experience as a
party appointed delay expert and has given oral evidence to an arbitral
tribunal in Hong Kong.

She is able to draw on her strong planning background to both assist and
advise clients on matters of delay to construction and engineering
projects. Michelle also provides advice on the preparation of time related
claims, master programmes, associated updates and reviews, the
management of time risks and extension of time assessments.

Michelle’s site planning experience includes major highways, complex rail
and high-rise tower block projects and commercial fit-outs across Asia,
Europe and the UK.

Michelle has presented at various seminars, on the subjects of
scheduling, delay analysis methodologies and programming challenges



AACEI

Services

Engineering and Construction Delay
and Disruption Analysis

Industries

Buildings, Oil and Gas, Power and
Utilities, Production and
Manufacturing, Transportation
Infrastructure

Regional Experience

Asia, Europe, Middle East

across the Europe, Asia and Australia.

Michelle is always on top of the detail. She is an
incredibly user-friendly expert.

WWL Construction Expert Witnesses 2023

Contact

Email: michellemetz@hka.com
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